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Overview
Community Reading Buddies is a youth-led early literacy program that partners with the Oakland Unified
School District. The program addresses the alarming lack of school readiness among some of Oakland’s most
disadvantaged PreK–3rd grade students by providing one-on-one literacy intervention from a diverse group of
local youth over the summer. Community Reading Buddies (CRB) also empowers those local youth as they
assist their younger community members—building their leadership skills—and engages students' families.
In 2016-2017, CRB expanded to two additional classrooms at a new school site, serving more students for more
hours than ever before in our twenty-three year history. The program achieved the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reached 150 students from five classrooms in Oakland Unified’s Child Development Centers.
Engaged 239 teenage "Youth Mentors," representing 62 East Bay middle and high schools. 40-50 teens visited a
Child Development Center every school day, Monday through Friday, for eight weeks.
Provided 16 mentoring sessions of 90 minutes each to each PreK–3rd grade student, making 24 one-on-one
hours of literacy and school readiness enrichment per “Buddy” over the eight weeks.
Delivered over 3,360 hours of one-on-one and small group work on literacy and school readiness skill-building.
Hosted nine family-engagement events in which 121 families and 350 individuals participated.
Partnered with Tandem, a Bay Area non-profit dedicated to close the early literacy gap, to provide 695
developmentally and culturally appropriate books to participating children and families (470 from Aspire and
225 from our partner organization, Tandem). Each book was linked to a specific early literacy skill (see page 19
for more information).
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Program sites, with two classrooms at Emerson CDC, two classrooms at Laurel CDC, and three classrooms at Highland CDC. Seven
classrooms total, containing approximately 150 individual PreK–3rd grade Buddies, served by 239 Youth Mentors.

Best Practices and Program Design
In Oakland, only one in three low-income children enter Kindergarten ready for school, and by third grade only
19 percent of students are reading at grade level.1 Worse still, the data clearly indicate that those students who
start off behind rarely catch up without significant academic support and resources. The achievement gap
opens up well before kindergarten, and is firmly rooted in early reading skill disparities.2 The so-called
“summer slide,” during which the academic skills of many low-income students erode while those of their
more well-off peers continue to grow, only exacerbates the problem.3
Oakland’s most vulnerable youth are in need of rich and sustained early learning experiences that prepare
them to succeed in school. For this reason, both the CRB curriculum and the training Youth Mentors receive
reflect the latest research on effective practices for supporting early literacy in young children. This ongoing
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"Early Warning Confirmed: A Research Update on Third Grade Reading." Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2011.
http://www.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/aecf-EarlyWarningConfirmedExecSummary-2013.pdf.
"The origins of well-developed conventional literacy skills are found very early in children's educational experience." National Early Literacy
Panel, 2008 p. 68. https://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/NELPReport09.pdf
"Children who enter school behind their peers often stay behind." Pew Charitable Trust, 2005. http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-andanalysis/fact-sheets/2005/06/15/why-all-children-benefit-from-prek
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Learning, 2010. http://education.jhu.edu/PD/newhorizons/Journals/spring2010/why-summer-learning/
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attention to pedagogical best practices ensures that CRB can maximize its positive impact on the approximately
140 younger students who participate each summer, as well as ensure an empowering experience for the
program's 200 plus teenage Youth Mentors.
It is undisputed that one-on-one interactive reading is a valuable tool for supporting the development of early
literacy and language skills.4 According to the American Academy of Pediatrics’ Council on Early Childhood,
“Reading with children in their infancy and preschool years is associated with higher language skills at school
entry and with childhood literacy acquisition.”5 CRB Youth Mentors not only share books with their Buddies,
but also use evidence-based interactive techniques to enrich the reading experience, and maximize the efficacy
of one-on-one reading as a means for developing strong early literacy skills.6 Mentors are trained and
continually coached by CRB Staff and expert partners to:
●
●
●
●

Use books to help students understand how print works
Talk with children during reading to encourage critical thinking and narrative skills
Train students to isolate and recognize phonemes
Develop the Buddies’ fluency with alphabet letters and sounds

Research strongly indicates that activities that help increase awareness of sounds and language (including
rhyme, alliteration, and sound matching), as well as those which promote letter recognition and knowledge of
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letter-sound associations, have a strong impact on students’ later acquisition of literacy skills.7 As a result, the
CRB curriculum incorporates games and activities oriented toward achieving precisely these goals. The use of a
program-specific library, selected in collaboration with the Oakland Unified School District’s Department of
Early Education, also facilitates cultivation of the specific early literacy skills we are targeting.
Current research also points to the crucial importance of oral language skills in students’ later literacy
development.8 For this reason, in 2017 CRB continued to deepen and refine its training of the Youth Mentors in
this area to better prepare them to support their young Buddies’ in developing and improving their oral
language skills. Mentors use multiple elements of highly effective oral language instruction: they engage
children in conversation, use unknown vocabulary words, take turns listening and responding to what children
are saying, and use open-ended questions to make the program time more interactive.9 This language
development work occurs during both reading and play time, which is taken as a critical opportunity for oral
language development.
Lastly, the one-to-one nature of CRB, where each Buddy receives two dedicated 90-minute sessions per week
from their mentor, is also proven to be a highly impactful approach. According to the U.S. Department of
Education’s Institute of Education Sciences’ review of the research, the gold standards for the field include
“one-on-one tutoring by qualified tutors for at-risk readers” along with “instruction for early readers in
phonemic awareness and phonics.”10 From its beginning over two decades ago, CRB has prioritized providing
exactly that one-to-one skill-building experience to Oakland’s students.

Buddy Progress
With the help of our partners in the Oakland Unified
School District, Aspire measured how former CRB students
went on to perform, compared to their peers at Child
Development Centers that do not receive CRB, on their
Fountas & Pinnell (F&P) Kindergarten reading level
assessments.
We started by measuring our students against all other
same-aged children in Oakland's Child Development
Centers, because they all receive supplementary help over
the summer from the same early childhood education
system, and have similar demographic profiles. 11
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As noted, our first comparison was of the CRB treatment group against all other children in Oakland’s CDC system. This
is a revealing comparison since the criteria for admissions to CDCs are uniform across the city, and students are similar in
that all received summer support from Oakland's CDCs.
In addition, to better control for any extraneous influences associated with demographic indicators such as EL status,
special education status, race, ethnicity, and gender, we also ran a quasi-experimental matched control comparison with a
group of students selected to be as demographically similar as possible. This more focused comparison yielded a nearly
identical result: approximately .6 levels of F&P superiority among CRB students, and accelerated reading skill growth over
the course of kindergarten.
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All children measured attended the same Pre-K system, but only some received the CRB program:

The graph above shows that CRB Students who went into Kindergarten the year after the program averaged
about .6 F&P Reading Levels higher than their non-CRB Student counterparts during their spring assessment
(in the F&P assessment, this translates into about two months of progress beyond their peers in Kindergarten).
Over the course of their Kindergarten year, we see that CRB students from Oakland's Child Development
Centers also experience faster growth than their peers, presumably because they entered the K-12 system
more Kindergarten-ready:

While it would be surprising to see several levels of reading skill advancement from this eight-week, sixteensession summer program alone, the marked reading level gains and faster reading level growth engendered
after CRB ends extend the findings of our own pre- and post-assessments (below), which show skill gains
during the course of the program itself. We will continue to gather data on more students as it becomes
available, but this detailed look into the program’s longitudinal effects shows CRB to be promising practice that
positions children for later success in school, and works to reduce the lack of school-readiness of Oakland’s
Kindergarten population, in which only one-third of low-income Kindergarteners arrive ready for school.
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Further Impact Data
Aspire also used survey data to measure the Buddies’ progress from the start to the end of the program.
Progress was measured using individual pre- and post-surveys for each child, along with feedback from their
teachers and their parents/guardians.
The pre- and post-surveys were modeled closely on the Desired Developmental Results Profile, created by the
California Department of Education and used by our partner Child Development Centers to measure early
learning outcomes.
The surveys were created in program year 2015 with pro bono assistance from The Calsoyas Group, an
educational consultancy, and updated by Aspire for program year 2017.12 Survey instruments are available
upon request.

Skills Improved
Youth Mentors recorded their Buddies’ growth in seven critical areas correlating with school readiness and
desired program outcomes. As shown below, the Youth Mentors saw Buddies improve in all eight areas
measured over the eight week program:
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Our three-hour Youth Mentor training and our eight-week curriculum focus largely on strategies for cultivating
phonological awareness and alphabet letter knowledge, both of which were top areas of growth.
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As full disclosure, Aleka Calsoyas, the Managing Partner of The Calsoyas Group, was a co-founder of Aspire Education
Project. She no longer participates in the operations or governance of Aspire Education Project, but holds an Emeritus
role on the Board.
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Unlike the rest of the metrics, the two “engagement measures” (far right) include not only buddies that make
improvement but also those that started and ended high. This is a fairer measure, because our mentors are trained to
elicit engagement actively from the buddies from the start of the program and so we tend to see many start and end high,
which gives little room for progress.
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This year, we introduced a measurement for oral language development during outside playtime, since this
component of the program, like book-sharing, is an opportunity to stimulate oral language development and
conversation skills. The outcome indicates the program’s strong performance in this area.

85% of Buddies improved in multiple areas
Most Buddies showed measurable improvement in skills over the course of the sessions; 92% improved in at
least one area, and 85% of Buddies showed improvement in at least two areas.
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These are stronger results in pre- and post measured improvement versus last year's program, which showed
78% of buddies improving in multiple areas.14

Additional Perspectives
Teachers’ Feedback
Teachers and aides at all participating school sites provided feedback via an anonymous end-of-program
survey. The responses were filled with praise and appreciation of the program. Teachers noted that the Youth
Mentors demonstrated a high level of skill and confidence when interacting with younger students. Some of
the benefits of CRB expressed in teacher responses include:
●
●

Fostering a classroom culture of interest and enthusiasm around literacy
Social-emotional skill development through socializing and relationship building
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With three years of data from a substantially similar suite of measures, we can now report general reliability in our yearon-year findings. That is, the percent of buddies improving in each category, and improving overall, is generally at the
same high levels each year. For example, we see that 80% of buddies improved in two categories in 2015, 78% in 2016,
and 85% in 2017. Similar ranges apply in the other survey categories.
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●
●

Exposure to great role models: teen mentors demonstrated politeness, patience, and kindness as well as
enthusiasm for reading and learning
Substantial one-on-one interaction time where young students receive undivided attention, personalized
instruction, and plentiful opportunities to practice new skills

“This program shows children that
friendship and education is critical. Thanks,
and I look forward to next summer.”

“The flexibility that was demonstrated
proved to work positively for our
program.”

--Teacher at CRB Partner Preschool

--Teacher at CRB Partner Summer School

“Absolutely lovely Mentors who created meaningful relationships with my
students. I only wish I could have CRB all the time, at all of my sites!”
–Child Development Center Site Director
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“This program is very important. Oneon-one interactions have proven to be a

“The Youth Mentors are exceptional when

positive asset to our program. Thank

interacting with students. They are role

you and hope to see you again next

models and examples of what we expect from

year.”

all the children”

—Teacher at CRB Partner Summer

—Teacher at CRB Partner Preschool

School

This program has had a deep impact on our children. For example, a parent expressed to
staff that she observed her son sobbing and upset. When she asked why, her son said
"Thursday is the last day of Reading Buddies." This program shows children that friendship
& education are critical.
—Teacher at CRB Partner Summer School
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Here's a closer look at what CDC teachers and aides had to say:
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Mentors Benefited as Well
Upon completion of the program, Youth
Mentors responded to a detailed survey
regarding their participation in CRB. The
survey, adapted from the Youth
Leadership Life Skills Development
questionnaire, offers insight into how
CRB supports the growth of our mentors.
The data show that they found the
program to be both a fun and formative
experience.
Survey data revealed that CRB volunteers
represent the diversity of the Oakland
community. 39% of mentors hailed from
Title 1 schools, and 43% were youth of
color.
Along with high levels of satisfaction with their CRB experience, teenage Mentors reported growth in their
personal and leadership skills:
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“Reading Buddies helped me to

“Reading Buddies helped me grow as a person. By

recognize my responsibility, as an

having more responsibility I was able to take charge

Oakland teen, to give back to and

and step out of my comfort zone. By leading the group

support the community. Additionally, it

and talking more, I became more comfortable and

helped me learn to solve problems, lead

confident with both Buddies and Mentors. Reading

my peers, and see the world through the

Buddies has helped me come out of my shell and

eyes of young children.”

realize my responsibility within the community.”

--Eleanor 10th grade

--Alyssa 12th Grade

Lead Mentors (twenty-four volunteers who elected to take on the increased responsibility of serving as leaders
and coaches to peers) expressed universal agreement that participation in CRB improved their competence as
leaders.
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“It helped me reach out to others that I did
not previously know, and made me feel
more connected with the members of that
community.”
--Olivia 12th Grade
“Reading Buddies made me see how
rewarding it was to be a role model for
someone”
--Kyla 11th grade
“It helped me to fall in love with learning
again and from there have more
appreciation and enthusiasm for learning.”
--Rose 12th grade

Family Engagement
Our work starts in the classroom, but its greatest effects play out at home, as families to continue to build on
their students’ enthusiasm for reading and growing literacy skills. Youth Mentors took the lead in fostering this
connection by organizing, promoting and hosting special events, communicating with parents, and distributing
books.
In addition to Family Reading Celebrations, a mainstay of the program, this year CRB expanded and deepened
its relationship with families by launching the first ever CRB Parent Groups.

Family Reading Celebrations
Family Reading Celebrations are our special events dedicated to family engagement and community outreach.
Youth Mentors invited their Buddies’ parents and families to join in an evening of literacy-themed activities
that they planned and prepared. CRB collaborated with Tandem Partners in Early Learning to support parents
in facilitating their children’s learning. Attendance was robust; the events engaged not only Buddies’ parents,
but also siblings, friends, and the larger community.
Each celebration began with games and crafts designed to strengthen young students’ alphabet and story
comprehension skills, followed by an entertaining presentation bringing literature to life (including interactive
read-alouds and a Dr. Seuss-inspired acrobatic performance).
Through our coordination with classroom teachers, families received resources and guidance to both
encourage reading at home and maximize the efficacy of book sharing. Every child in attendance took home
age and culturally appropriate literature.
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In addition to the books distributed during these special events, periodically throughout the program Youth
Mentors presented Buddies with gift books matched to the program’s curricular goals. All participating families
took home books to keep—on average four books per Buddy.
All together, the six Family Reading Celebrations:
●
●
●

Engaged 323 adults and children
Distributed 695 books (including books donated by Tandem)
Channeled the efforts of 50 Youth Mentors

Parent Groups
As part of a new strategy to better engage family members in the process of early learning, Community
Reading Buddies also held Parent Group meetings. Members of the CRB Staff, experienced in Early Childhood
Education and Literacy Development, helped parents identify common challenges to reading at home and
strategize methods to overcome these obstacles. The meetings, held across three preschool sites, engaged a
total of thirty-seven family members. At the end of each meeting families left with new ideas about reading
and often a new book to practice with, a gift from CRB.

I think this is a great program especially for the reason it shows children at every age that reading
books is positive, enriching activity. In addition, it takes them away from the TV!
--Parent of CRB Student

My child is very inquisitive and even more
so now. Now she takes the time and sounds

He's requesting I read to him more often. He has a

out the words.

wider vocabulary and is using larger sentences.

--Parent of CRB Student

--Parent of CRB Student
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Families’ Feedback
To further measure progress towards program goals, we surveyed parents at the close of the program, asking
them to share their impressions of CRB’s impact. Families reported improvement in each of the following key
literacy and social-emotional domains:
●
●
●

Interest in books and reading
Ability to pay attention to people, things and surroundings
Likelihood to participate in back-and-forth communications and extended conversation

Additionally, 91% of parents surveyed indicated that, after their child’s participation in CRB, they intend to read
more with their child at home.

My son continuously talks about Reading Buddies, tells me
about the writer and different parts of the book.
--Parent of CRB Student

My child initiates reading with me and on
his own more frequently. I would like to see
Reading Buddies in all schools in OUSD

Está aprendiendo mucho a leer ingles.
--Parent of CRB Student

--Parent of CRB Student
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Si se ha beneficiado - ahora le gusta más

Now my son initiates interactions with books and

leer tanto en inglés como en español.

printed words in the environment on his own.

--Parent of CRB Student

--Parent of CRB Student
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Clowns from Circus of Smiles light up the room during a Family Reading Night at Laurel CDC

Financials
The program was generously supported by the following donors:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Quest Foundation
Rogers Family Foundation
Clorox Company Foundation
Charlie and Karen Couric Donor Advised Fund of the East Bay Community Foundation
West Davis and Bergard Foundation
Mechanics Bank Community Giving
The Oakland Literacy Coalition
Aspire Fundraising: $12,200 from 94 unique donors

Total Program Funding:
Total Program Cost:
Program Year Funds Balance:

$44,300
$56,350
+$250

Funds balance will be carried over into early recruiting effort for the 2017-2018 program, anticipated to grow
once again to reach more Oakland youth and young children.
Lastly, the largest contributors to the program by far are the Youth Mentors who donate their volunteer hours
to the next generation in Oakland. Their contribution, calculated simply as time-on-site at minimum wage,
comes to $71,040.
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